
Skateboard Scurry
Frannie’s laid-back nature serves her well as a skateboarder, but it also 
means she’s often running late! When Frannie misses the bus, Pepper’s 
preparation provides a back-up plan. Complete the maze to help Pepper 
and Frannie get to the skateboarding festival on time.

Pepper OR Frannie?
Pepper always has a plan, and Frannie goes with the flow, but together they 
make a great team! Ask the children to name some of the personality traits 
unique to each bunny, and then to consider how Pepper and Frannie use 
their differences to support each other. Next, have the kids use the word 
bank to fill in the blanks with adjectives that describe Pepper and Frannie.

If You Can Do This . . . You Can Do Anything!
When Pepper learns to skateboard, she realizes that, if she can do this, she 
can do anything! Encourage the kids to think of a skill they want to learn or 
a goal they want to accomplish. Then have them draw themselves doing it.

Activities

Pepper is practical and prepared. Frannie is fancy and free. Their differences only 
make their friendship stronger. When Pepper is unsure she has what it takes to skateboard, Frannie 
becomes both teacher and cheerleader. In the end, Pepper learns that she can truly accomplish 
anything as long as she has determination and a friend to support her through the ups and downs.

Author-illustrator Catherine Lazar Odell’s energetic art brings Pepper and Frannie’s mismatched 
friendship to life. Sweet and lively, this empowering tale showcases the power of friendship and the 
emotions that accompany trying something new.

Pepper & Frannie encourages readers to take chances and try new things. This rabbit duo—and these  
activities—will get readers thinking about individuality, self-confidence, and the importance of friendship.

Activity Guide
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Skateboard Scurry
Oh no! Pepper and Frannie are running late!

Help them wind their way to Wheels in the Woods on time.

Start

Finish
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Pepper OR Frannie?
Pepper and Frannie’s differences make their adventures even more fun!

Write each word or phrase under the bunny it best describes.
Circle the bunny most like you!

Pepper Frannie

cautiousplans ahead

fancy carefree practical prepared

follows her own path

goes with the flow

follows the rulesconfident
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If You Can Do This . . . You Can Do Anything!

What new skill would you like to learn?   
Draw yourself doing it!
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